**Course Number and Name**
ARBE 301  Arabic Literary History from 750 A.D to Modern Period

**Intended Learning Outcomes**
On successful completion of this course the students will be able to identify the special features of Arabic literature of the prescribed period and assess its literary contribution.

**Course Contents**
Abbasid period; Development and characteristics of Arabic poetry, Al-Muthanabbi, Abu Thammam, Al-Buhthuri, Abulala al Ma’rry, AbulAthahiyya, AbooNuwas, Arabic prose; Al-kitaba, Al-kithaba and other literary styles, ibn al Muqaffa’, al-Jahiz, al-Hamdani, al-Hariri, Andalusian literature, Arabic language during the periods of the Mamluk and Turks, reasons for the renaissance of Arabic literature in the modern period, al-naqd al-Arab and its schools of thought.

**Assessment Strategy**

i. Time of Assessment - End of the year
ii. Assessment Method - Written examination
Assigned Percentage for each Component – 100%

**Recommended References**
Hasan Ali, Mohamed, (nd), *Thareekh al Adab al Adabi*, Al Mathba’a al Nahdha, Cairo.